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Pour Rire (?)
This book, winner of the 1969 South Atlantic Modern
Language Association Award, presents a new
perspective in the criticism of Jacobean tragedy and a
truer evaluation of this body of drama. Mr. Herndl
reinterprets a number of important Jacobean plays,
making clear their essential spirit and the world view
from which it rises. Herndl demonstrates the radical
difference between this tragic spirit and that of the
tradition culminating in Shakespeare which was based
on the medieval conception of Natural Law. He traces
the religious and philosophical history which shaped
the drama of both periods, especially those
seventeenth century changes in thought and belief
which revolutionized tragedy. Readable and full of
rich insights, The High Design provides a detailed
analysis of the drama of Heywood, Webster,
Tourneur, Beaumont and Fletcher, and Ford and
reconstructs the cultural and intellectual history
providing the matrix of the drama.

Performing Arts/books in Print
This book provides an introductory perspective on its
subject together with detailed studies of the major
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non-Shakespearean tragedies. It assumes that the
central and most disturbing insights of the plays were
expressed in terms of the thought patterns of the
time.

The Female Hero in English Renaissance
Tragedy
More than fifty specialists have contributed to this
new edition of volume 1 of The Cambridge
Bibliography of English Literature. The design of the
original work has established itself so firmly as a
workable solution to the immense problems of
analysis, articulation and coordination that it has been
retained in all its essentials for the new edition. The
task of the new contributors has been to revise and
integrate the lists of 1940 and 1957, to add materials
of the following decade, to correct and refine the
bibliographical details already available, and to reshape the whole according to a new series of
conventions devised to give greater clarity and
consistency to the entries.

Fortune and Elizabethan Tragedy
This book focuses on female tragic heroes in England
from c.1610 to c.1645. Their sudden appearance can
be linked to changing ideas about the relationships
between bodies and souls; men's bodies and
women's; marriage and mothering; the law; and
religion. Though the vast majority of these characters
are closer to villainesses than heroines, these plays,
by showing how misogyny affected the lives of their
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central characters, did not merely reflect their culture,
but also changed it.

The High Design
With this volume, The Shakespearean International
Yearbook inaugurates a new feature-a special section,
which in this issue is 'shakespeare in the Age of
Cognitive Science.' The guest editor for the section is
Mark Turner, Institute Professor, Dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, and Interim Chair, Department
of Cognitive Science at Case Western Reserve
University, USA. The Shakespearean International
Yearbook continues to provide an annual survey of
important issues and new developments in
contemporary Shakespeare research. Representing
truly international perspectives on Shakespeare
studies, in this issue contributors come from not only
the US and the UK but also Japan, Denmark, Canada,
and Australia. They appraise or reappraise current
thinking about such diverse matters as scepticism,
ethnicity, performance, theatrical and textual
practices, and translations or adaptations. Essays on
the plays and poems tend to focus on 'where we are
now', and what has changed, is changing, or ought to
change.

A Critical Edition of John Fletcher's The
Humorous Lieutenant
The Dynamics of Role-playing in
Jacobean Tragedy
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This study is the most detailed examination of
audience reaction to adultery depicted on the stage,
up to the closing of the theatres in 1642 on the
outbreak of the Civil War. All tragedies containing the
adultery motif are examined, not only such
spectacular manifestations as The Changeling and
The White Devil.

Character and the Individual Personality
in English Renaissance Drama
Primarily meant to host studies about the drama of
the English - and European - Renaissance, as well as
the culture in which it is rooted, the THETA series
aims to be a forum of exchange and debate. As in the
previous issues the topic of the present volume,
which derives from the Eighth Round Table on Tudor
Drama held at Tours in June 2000, the problematics of
puzzling laughter, is addressed in various dramatic
works of the Tudor period. Explicit or merely
assumed, such occurrences of an intrinsically diverse
and ambivalent phenomenon are hardly amenable to
the stereotypes of comedy. In their different ways the
nineteen essays in the volume focus on
interpretations which relate laughter to the dramatic
and aesthetic economy of the works considered,
probe its links with medical theory, with genre or
intellectual views influential at the time or again,
beyond the pregnancy of zeitgeist and functional
uses, suggest the relevance of recent assumptions by
cognitive science. Consacrée à la publication d'études
sur le théâtre de la renaissance européenne - et
d'abord anglaise - ainsi que sur la culture qui le
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nourrit, la collection THETA se veut lieu de rencontre
et de débat, accueillant sans exclusive toutes les
approches. Ce sixième recueil issu de la 8e Table
Ronde du Théâtre Tudor tenue à Tours en juin 2000,
est consacré aux formes énigmatiques du rire dans
diverses pièces de théâtre empruntées, comme pour
les précédents volumes, à l'ensemble de la période
Tudor. Manifestes ou présumées mais irréductibles
aux stéréotypes du comique, ces occurrences d'un
phénomène intrinsèquement lourd de sens multiples
bénéficient dans les dix-neuf essais d'explications
croisées. Celles-ci tentent d'évaluer les liens
fonctionnels avec l'économie de l'oeuvre, de sonder la
relation aux théories médicales ou intellectuelles du
temps, ou à telle autre circonstance culturelle, et
encore recourent, par delà les prégnances du
zeitgeist et du fonctionnalisme, aux récentes
hypothèses des sciences de la cognition.

The New Cambridge Bibliography of
English Literature: Volume 1, 600-1660
An annual survey of important issues and new
developments in contemporary Shakespeare studies,
with contributors appraising or reappraising current
thinking on such diverse topics as scepticism,
ethnicity, performance, theatrical and textual
practices, and translations or adaptations.

Shakespeare and the Medieval Tradition
An Analysis of the Concept of Tragedy in
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Pus̆kin's "Malenʹkie Tragedii"
European Drama Criticism, 1900-1975
Product information not available.

English Renaissance Tragedy
Educational theatre journal
Dictionary of Literary-rhetorical
Conventions of the English Renaissance
Light from the Porch
Vols. for include reports of the Modern Language
Association Conference on Research Opportunities in
Renaissance Drama (called MLA Renaissance Drama
Conference Group; 1961-62 Modern Language
Conference on Opportunities for Research in
Renaissance Drama). Vols. for 1972/73-1974 are the
reports of the Modern Language Association seminar.

Research Opportunities in Renaissance
Drama
The High Design
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Patterns and Perspectives in English
Renaissance Drama
Explorations in Renaissance Culture
These essays bring attention to the designs that the
English Renaissance playwrights imposed on their
work. Among the patterns explored are those inspired
by the literature, drama, or poetics of classical times
and visual patterns derived from traditions of stage
presentation.

Very Tragical Mirth
"Using an historical approach, Virtue's Own Feature
explores nine of Shakespeare's most successful works
as representations of the passions, virtues, and vices
as they are complexly and extensively set out by
Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas." "The work first
undertakes to describe the late Elizabethan poetic of
Sir Philip Sidney, which is demonstrated to be
Shakespeare's poetic as well. Second, this study
explores Shakespeare's plays in relation to the
Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition of moral philosophy,
one important branch of a major sixteenth-century
philosophical tradition."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved

The Politics of Gender in Early Modern
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Europe
Seventeenth-century News
This book constitutes a new direction for feminist
studies in English Renaissance drama. While feminist
scholars have long celebrated heroic females in
comedies, many have overlooked female tragic
heroism, reading it instead as evidence of pervasive
misogyny on the part of Shakespeare and his
contemporaries. Displacing prevailing arguments of
"victim feminism," the contributors to this volume
engage a wide range of feminist theories, and argue
that female protagonists in tragedies - Jocasta, Juliet,
Cleopatra, Mariam, Webster's Duchess and White
Devil, among others - are heroic in precisely the same
ways as their more notorious masculine counterparts.

Literature Criticism from 1400 to 1800
Virtue's Own Feature
Special Section, Shakespeare and the
Bonds of Service
This book explores representations of the
individualistic character in drama, Shakespearean and
non-Shakespearean, and some of the Renaissance
ideas allowing for and informing them. Setting aside
Shakespearean exceptionalism, the study reads a
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wide variety of plays to explain how intellectual
context could allow for such characterization.

The Shakespearean International
Yearbook
The Ben Jonson Journal
The Politics of Gender in Early Modern Europe offers
readers a unique opportunity to understand fifteenthand sixteenth-century gender relationships. In Part l,
essayists explore the figure of the witch and the
witchcraze as an outgrowth of misogyny and
patriarchal hierarchy in the social, political, and
cultural arenas of European history. Part II includes
essays on individual women whose lives and thoughts
influenced their societies in ways seldom examined
by critics.

The Journal of General Education
European Drama Criticism
Jacobean Drama as Social Criticism
Jacobean actors fascinated audiences with their
convincingly mimetic performances; often they
appeared to assume the identities of the fictional
characters they impersonated. A similar dynamic
emerges in several tragedies of the period, where
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dramatic characters are frequently changed--for
better or worse--by the roles they adopt within the
play illusion. This study discusses how certain plays of
Jonson and Middleton reveal the destructive
consequences of assuming new personae; how three
of Shakespeare's tragedies explore the ambivalent
results of characters' experimentation with roles; and
how Webster and Ford treat role-playing (including
ceremonial behavior) creatively, as a vehicle for
expressing and consolidating the dramatic self.

The Motif of Adultery in Elizabethan,
Jacobean, and Caroline Tragedy
Private Matters and Public Culture in
Post-Reformation England
˜Theœ high design
Man's House as His Castle in Elizabethan
Domestic Tragedy
English Drama to 1660, Excluding
Shakespeare
According to Holinshed's Chronicles, Thomas Arden
was murdered by his wife, her lover, and several
accomplices in 1551. Holinshed apologizes for
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including in his state history what seems to be "but a
private matter," although at the same time he asserts
that the "horribleness" of the act justifies public
retelling. Alice Arden's crime was popularized in
Arden of Feversham (1592), a play that initiated the
genre of domestic tragedy and thrust private conflict
onto the stage of public discourse. Weaving a
complex tapestry out of intellectual history and
literary analysis, Lena Cowen Orlin examines how the
private issues of contentious marital relations and
household governance became public - through
conduct manuals, sermons, political tracts, and
philosophical treatises, as well as domestic tragedies in the culture of post-Reformation England. Orlin first
draws on rich archival evidence in telling the story of
the Ardens. Although Arden of Feversham fulfilled the
conservative project of confirming patriarchal
authority in the home at a time of social upheaval,
Orlin finds that later domestic tragedies such as A
Woman Killed with Kindness and Othello were less
predictable in their aims. And while other forms of
public literature provided blueprints for ordering the
household, domestic tragedies continued to reveal
the tensions lying under the surface there:
inconsistencies in the prescribed role of women,
contradictions within patriarchal ideology, conflicts
between political and economic interests in the
household, inadequacies in the old ideals of friendship
and benefice, and anxieties about the control of
material possessions.

The Popular School
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Shakespeare Studies Today
Tudor and Stuart Drama
The Female Tragic Hero in English
Renaissance Drama
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